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Abstract 
If one replaces continuous mappings by strong shape morphisms with compact support 
(also called compact-open strong shape mappings) (Definition 2.1) and compact polyhedra by 
arbitrary subspaces of some S”, then every object X in the corresponding S-category 8 has 
an S-dual DX extending classical S-duality to arbitrary separable metrizable, finite-dimen- 
sional spaces. 
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0. Introduction 
Classical S-duality has been discovered by Spanier and Whitehead assigning to 
each pair X = (X, n), X being a finite polyhedron, IZ E Z (i.e., to an object of an 
S-category @) an S-dual DX E ‘$3 satisfying D*X =X and {X, Y} = {DY, DX}, 
{. , 1) = V( a, * > denoting the Abelian group of all stable homotopy classes of 
continuous mappings between two objects in ‘$ (cf. [6], respectively [41 concerning 
further details and references). 
There have been successful attempts to extend the class of spaces beyond the 
class of polyhedra (cf. [2,51). In the present paper we are presenting an S-dual for 
an arbitrary X embeddable in some S” (which is not necessarily compact nor 
polyhedral). The associated S-category (Section 4) differs from the classical one 
insofar as continuous mappings are replaced by a certain kind of strong shape 
mappings, the toss-mappings or strong shape mappings with compact support (cf. 
Section 2). The S-dual 
D(X, m) =x+(&X, -m) 
= (D,X, -m-n) = (Z(S”\X), -m-n) 
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is determined by an embedding XcS”, however, as in the classical case it turns 
out that DX is (up to an isomorphism) independent of this embedding. 
The main result is Theorem 4.3, confirming that D has all the required 
properties. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is based on the related result for compact X 
(being the subject of [2, Th eorem 1.11, respectively Theorem 1.1 of the present 
paper). It is prepared in Section 3, where the corresponding assertion for D, is 
accomplished. 
In Section 1 we deduce some naturality properties of the duality isomorphism 
(1.1) in this special case (i.e., for compact X) and correct an error which appeared 
in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [2]. Since for compact X, Z(P\X) is not any more 
compact, we do not achieve (unlike in Theorems 4.3 and 3.1) a duality isomor- 
phism which is symmetrical in X and S”\X: 
We have in (1.1) to deal with different types of mappings (strong shape 
morphism between compacta X, Y on the left and continuous mappings between 
ANRs ZS” \ Y, Z!?’ \X respectively the corresponding stabilizations on the right). 
One of the advantages of toss-shape is embodied in the fact that it reduces 
(stably) (1) to ordinary strong shape whenever the spaces involved are compact 
(Lemma 2.3) and (2) to continuous mappings whenever one deals with ANRs 
(Lemma 2.4). So the case of compacta settled in [2] (respectively in Section 1 of 
this paper) appears as a corollary of the general case (Corollary 3.2). 
Since toss-mappings represent a version of strong shape mappings with compact 
support, it is conceivable that the only strong shape morphisms appearing in this 
paper are those between compacta (cf. [l] or [3] for further references). However 
even for compacta we do not have to enter into any details about strong shape 
theory, because everything which is needed has already been supplied by Theorem 
1.1. Merely in the proof of Lemma 1.3 we have to recall the construction of an 
Alexander duality homomorphism from [ll. 
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of toss-shape we treat in Section 5, as an 
example, the explicit construction of a toss-equivalence between D,+lX and 
20,X (for given embedding Xc Sn> whose existence is already guaranteed by 
Corollary 3.4. This is performed by analysing at first the case of compact X, where 
this equivalence becomes an ordinary homotopy equivalence, cf. Corollary 3.5 
(whose existence follows from Theorem 1.1). Then we go over to compact Sri\\\ 
(i.e., open XC S’?: The equivalence D,, 1 X-20,X is now a composition of a 
strong shape equivalence between compacta 20,X and D,,+ ,V, S”+ ’ 3 V 1 X 
being some open neighborhood and another, inconspicuous ordinary homotopy 
equivalence between D,, + ,V and D,, + ,X. 
The general case (arbitrary X) leads quite naturally to the concept of a 
toss-mapping which is neither continuous nor a strong shape morphism, nor a 
composition of both. 
I am indebted to the referee for many helpful suggestions, in particular in 
connection with the proof of Corollary 1.2. 
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1. The n-dual D,,X of a compact XC S” 
All spaces appearing in this paper are metrizable and separable. So we consider 
the category Met of all separable, metrizable unbased spaces with continuous 
mappings as morphisms. 
Correspondingly an ANR is always supposed to be separable. We have the 
homotopy category Met ,,. Every space X E Met can be embedded in some com- 
pactum Xc K. Since the unreduced suspension J?X is not metrizable (unless X is 
compact) we retopologize the set 2X by defining x:X to be the subset 2X c ZK 
with the subset topology. It turns out that this topology is independent of the 
embedding: We have 
ex=xxr/- 
(XX 0, XX 1 are identified to two separate points). Then an open U 3X x i, 
i = 0, 1, in X X Z gives rise to an open U’ c 2X whenever there exists an E > 0 
such that X X 11 - E, 11 respectively XX [O, E] c U. This yields a functor 2 : Met --f 
Met, respectively 2 :Met, + Met,. So if XcS” we get ,$XcxS” = Sn+l. We 
have 2X = %X whenever X is compact. Although ZX and %X are not homeo- 
morphic in Top, they are still homotopy equivalent: The identity induces a 
continuous f : 2X --j 2X. 
Let rs : 2X + 2X, 0 Q s < a be the mapping: 
then rs is continuous for s > 0. Geometrically the mapping rs describes the 
contraction of two cones of length s to the north- respectively to the southpole of 
the suspension. We set Y~,~ = r and observe that 
and 
are continuous, even for s = 0, providing us with homotopies fr = l,,, $= 1~~. 
In the same way we have two different cones CX, C?X over a space X E Met and 
a homotopy equivalence 
(CX, X> + (CX, X) 
such that the homotopies fr = 1, rf = 1 are in fact homotopies rel X. 
We are now allowed to set up the category Met,, the stable homotopy category 
of Met, having stable homotopy classes as mappings. In accordance with [2,4] we 
write {X, Y) instead of Met&X, Y>. 
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Let K = Corn be the category of compacta respectively K,, K,, ik, ii,,, KS the 
associated homotopy, stable homotopy, strong shape, strong shape homotopy, 
stable strong shape homotopy category. As in [21 we write (x, instead of 
K,(X, Y>. 
Recall from 111 that there is a functor h : K + % (which is mostly omitted from 
the notation). If f E &X, Y), g : Y + P, P an ANR, is continuous, a continuous 
F(g): X+ P is defined. In Section 2 this serves as a substitute for h(g)f, which is 
not defined elsewhere, because P is not necessarily compact (hence h(g) is not a 
morphism in K). 
In this section we recall the main theorem of [2] and deduce some naturality 
properties of the duality isomorphisms. 
I am indebted to the referee for informing me that in [2] one has to clarify the 
following points: Since the isomorphisms (41, (5) of p. 19 are isomorphisms for 
reduced (co-)homology (cf. [2, Remark 2, p. 19]), meaning that one has to use 
arbitrary basepoints x0 EX, y, E Y, one must define (x,y7 respectively {X, Y) 
in (l.l), (1.2) not (as was erroneously done there) by employing X+, Y+ but by 
means of (X, x0), (Y, y,J. In the course of stabilization these basepoints finally 
drop out. 
With this change everything else works out well. 
Unlike in [2] we consider instead of S” \X for an XC S” the (unreduced) 
suspension 0,X = Z(P \X> which is now embedded in Sn+‘, carrying a canonical 
basepoint. After this replacement Theorem 1.1 in [2] becomes: 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose X, Y c S” are compact, then there exists a, with respect to 
inclusions, natural isomorphism 
4:(x,= {D,,Y, D,X}. (1.1) 
The naturality property in Theorem 1.1 can be improved: 
Corollary 1.2. The isomorphism C#J is natural with respect to stable shape morphisms 
{f} E (x,, jj E my’). More precisely there exist morphisms ID,!} E 
{0,X’, D,X}, (D,g} E {D,Y’, D,Y} rendering the diagram 
(xl, = { D,Y, 0,X’) 
(x,= (Q,K D,Xj 
&I l&I* 
(x, y’j- { D,,Y’, D,X} 
(1.2) 
commutative. 
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Proof. (1) Suppose f is an inclusion, then 0, J‘ exists by Theorem 1.1. If D,f 
exists and f is an isomorphism (e.g. if f is a homotopy or a strong shape 
equivalence) then D, f is an isomorphism. Take for example the inclusions 
it:X=Xxk+XXZ=T,, XXZcS”, k=O, 1. Moreover if D,f exists, then 
D,f is uniquely determined by naturality (i.e., the commutativity of the upper 
square of (1.2)). So one has Dn(fif2) = D,f, * D,f, whenever both are defined. 
(2) Let us assume at first that f =f : X +X’ is continuous, then we have a 
commutative diagram 
with inclusions i, s, Zf being the mapping cylinder of f, and s a homotopy 
equivalence. Take an embedding of the space Zf into some SN 1 S” for suffi- 
ciently large N and call Xi, Xi the bottom respectively the roof of Zf (Xi =X, 
Xi =X’). We find embeddings of T,, TrcSN such that X=Xx0, XX 1 =X1 
respectively for X’. Let fi : X, +Xi be the mapping related to f (so that in fact 
Zf appears as the mapping cylinder of f,>. We have 
f = (if’)-‘if~l(i;“)-‘i,X. 
On the other hand we obtain according to (1) 
Divfl = (Ddd(DN$) -I E { DNx;, DNxl) 7 
i, : X, cZ~, s1 : Xi c Zf, and therefore DNf. 
(3) Assume that we have a (still continuous) f : ZkX + SkX’, then we proceed 
in the same way, with X, X’ being replaced by sufficiently high suspensions, 
taking into account Corollary 3.5. 
(4) In Section 5 we establish a natural homotopy equivalence D, + ,X = Z D,X) 
for any compact X. Because of Proposition 5.1 this allows us to find a D, f E 
{0,X’, 0,X} now for the given natural it. 
(5) Let us now treat the case of a general strong shape morphism f: According 
to 131 and the well-known isomorphism between the strong shape homotopy 
category K,, and the corresponding category ssh of [3], we infer that every 
a E K&A, B) can be represented as 
(l-3) 
with continuous i, s where s is an SSDR-mapping and therefore a strong shape 
homotopy equivalence. It can be ensured that C is a finite-dimensional com- 
pactum (hence, like Zr, embeddable in some sN). Because D, f for continuous f 
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has already been established we can proceed as in the previous case accomplishing 
a D,~E {0,X’, D,X] fitting into (1.2) (with Z =r). The lower square of (1.2) is 
treated similarly. q 
Moreover we need: 
Lemma 1.3. (1) Let (Z] E (x,, I&] E (y, be &en, then we have 
4@> = 4G+$@), 
moreover 
(2) 
i 
40) = QO), 
4(1x) = b&x 
and inclusions X c Y are transformed into inclusions D,,Y c 0,X. 
Proof. (1) We are using freely the notations and conventions of [1,2]. In particular 
we are writing simply X instead of (X, *> when dealing with based spaces. We 
recall from [21 that the isomorphism C$ appears as the composite of two Alexander 
duality isomorphisms (Y, p: 
Ix,y) = P(X) aK(DnX) 
= {S”, YKD,X} = (m),(Y) -2 (DT)O(D,y) 
= (D,Y, D,X}. 
In order to facilitate the argumentation, we prefer in the sequel a schematical 
notation: We do not write dimensions and suspensions (i.e., set So for Sn+k, D for 
D,, X for _ZkX and X A Y instead of XnY). Then an Alexander isomorphism 
(going from homology to cohomology) is obtained by sending an a’ : So + (DX) A Y 
into 
(/AA 1)(1/U’) =a:XAS’=X=XADXAY-+ S’AY=Y 
(p = kx : X A DX + S’, the well-known map from [ll or [4]). 
Since Alexander duality is an isomorphism, we detect to any a : X + Y a unique 
a’ such that 
X=XAS*a Y=s’AY 
1Aj /L 
cL=cLx 
XADXAY 
is (stably) commutative. On the other hand ~$(a) originates from a’ by the same 
kind of operation 
S’ADY=DY ‘(‘) -DX=DXAS* 
I/ 
(1.6) 
dhl P=PY 
1AP 
DXAYADY 
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Let b : Y + Y’, b’ : So -+ DY A Y’ be another pair of morphisms, then we have a 
commutative diagram 
S. b’ -DYr\Y’=S’r\DYr\Y’ 
a’ 
I 
U’AlAl 
DxAy l/\lAb’ 
-DXr\Yr\DYr\Y’ 
implying that 
(I,,A~)u’=(~(u) r\l,)b’:S*+DXr\Y’. 
However (ba)’ : S’ + DX A Y’ is fitting into 
ba 
X-Y' 
1 A(baY 
XADXAY’ 
(1.7) 
(l-8) 
We can easily check that we can take for UxzY in (1.8), (1 A b)u’. Because of (1.7) 
we can use (4(u) A 1)b’ for (buy which on the other hand, renders the diagram 
DY’ - DX 
K+(a)* I)b’)/\ 11 ,/_ 
DX A I” ADY’ 
commutative, confirming that 
4(a)+(b) = 6(ba). 
This completes the proof of (1). 
(2) The commutativity of the lower square (1.2) ensures that for Z E (x,, 
g=z we have 
However C$ is an isomorphism, so that there exists an Z such that 4(Z) = 1, so that 
D& = 4(z) follows for arbitrary 5. The second equation in (1.5) holds because 
D(1,) = lo, by construction. Alternatively we can argue that 4(Z) = c#J(~,>~(Z) 
for any a, hence, as in the previous case for +(Z> = 1, we conclude that +(l,) = 
1 DX’ 
The statement concerning inclusions is obvious. q 
Corollary 1.4. Suppose a compact X is in two different ways embedded in an n-sphere 
S”, giving rise to two different n-dualities D,,, DA. 
Then there exists a natural equivalence 
lx E {D,X, D;X} . 
Proof. We take +(lx): 0,X+ DAX for lx, which exhibits, due to Lemma 1.3 all 
required properties. q 
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2. toss-shape 
In order to deal with arbitrary (noncompact) metric spaces, we introduce the 
concept of compact-open strong shape or shape with compact carrier (toss-shape). 
We are considering squares u = da, b, r, s, f, g): 
(2.1) 
all spaces in Met, X’, Y’ compact, P, Q ANRs, a, b, r, s continuous mappings, j
(respectively g) denoting a stable homotopy class of a strong shape (respectively of 
a continuous) mapping. In other words !E -my7, g E {P, Q) so that there 
exists a strong shape mapping (a continuous mapping), denoted again by f 
respectively g, ~EK(S’X’, Z’Y’), g E Met(J?P, _Z”Q> for sufficiently large k, 1. 
We can of course always assume that k = 1. 
We assume that this square is commutative up to stable homotopy in the 
following sense: For suitable k the mapping g,Z’(ra) is stably homotopic to 
fC$%b)), hence there exists an 1 such that 
Z’f( J?‘( sb)) 2: ,V$‘gJ?‘+‘( ra) . 
Replacing f (respectively g) by C’f (respectively Z’g), we can assume that 
f(Zk(sb)) -gZ’(ra). 
Let T(a, b, r, s) be the set of all squares with given a, b, r, s. We introduce for 
fixed a, s an equivalence relation in T(a, s) = U b,,T(a, b, r, s> furnishing us with 
5 T(a, s) = T[a, s] 
in the following way: 
(1) L+= da, b, r, s, f, g) and u’= da, b, r’, s, f, g’> are equivalent, when- 
ever we have commutativity up to stable homotopy in both triangles of 
;/xl 
r’ 
pr/ p’7 
c E Met. (2.2) 
Q 
(2) u is equivalent o u’ = da, b’, r, s, f’, g) whenever we have commutativity 
up to stable homotopy in both triangles of 
I 
-r 
yx\ 
f 
Y’A y” 
A-/ ’ 
ZEK. (2.3) 
b’ 
Y 
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These relationships (l), (2) generate an equivalence relation, leading to 
I@ T(a, b, r, s) = Tb, sl. 
The elements of @ T[a, s] are functions (Y, assigning to each a, s an equiva- 
lence class of squares (+ = u(u, b, r, s, f, g> E T[a, cl such that the following 
holds: 
(1) Let 
YA Q 
s’ I/ Q 
(2.4) 
Q 
be homotopy commutative, V= (~(a, b, r, s, f, g) E du, s), U’ = du, b’, r, s’, f’, 
g’) E (~(a, s’), then Zkqg is stably homotopic to g and 
~(a, b’, r, qs’, f’, S’W) -~(a, b, r, s, .f, g) 
in T(u, s) (for appropriate k). 
(2) The corresponding dual condition for fixed s and variable a. 
We define: 
Definition 2.1. (1) Let X, Y be spaces, then we set 
{X, Y}C = coss(X, Y) = &l T[u, s] 
=lim lim T(u, r, s) 
calling elements (Y E {X, Y), toss-mappings. 
(2) Let XC P, Y c Q, P, Q ANRs, be fixed embeddings. Suppose that a, b, r, s 
in (2.1) are inclusions so that we get squares of the form 
X~-L-y~ 
n n 
(2.5) 
X Y 
n r-l 
g u-v 
n n 
P Q 
with open U c P, V c Q. The set of all squares (2.5) is called T’ = 
T’(X’, Y’, 17, V; P, Q); we write (Y(X), VI instead of &z, s). 
Remark. Lemma 2.6 below guarantees that in defining {X, Y},, it suffices to 
consider only squares in T’ (with fixed Xc P, Y c Q>. They are the reason for 
calling an (Y E (X, Y}, a compact-open strong shape mapping. 
We have, in particular, squares (2.1) with P = Q, g = l,, while (2.2) ensures 
that any square (2.1) is equivalent (in & T) to a square of this special form. 
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Suppose (Y E {X, Yt, p E (Y, Z},, then we can compose both mappings to a 
pa E (X, Z&: The (a: X’ +X, t : Z + R) component &(a, t) of pcu is con- 
structed by choosing any s : Y + Q and taking 
(+I =+, b, r, s, fl, &) =a(a, s>, 
uz=a(b, c, 3’3 f, fi, gz) EP(b, t). 
By eventually changing cl, CT, within its class (cf. Lemma 2.5 below) we can 
assume without loss of generality that s = s’, so that 
cr=+, c, r, t, f&9 gig,) 
is defined. We set 
(@>(a, t) = b-4. 
There is in particular an identity 1, E (X, X)= defined by 
a(a, a, r, r, I,, IP) Ea(a, r) = I,(6 r>. 
We can easily confirm that: 
(1) Composition pa is well defined (in particular independent of the choice of 
s) and associative. 
(2) We have 
al, = ly(Y, Ly E (X, Y}=. 
Lemma 2.2. By defining coss(X, Y) us in Definition 2.1, toss becomes a category 
with separable metrizuble spaces us objects. 
Let f : X -+ Y be continuous, then we define A(f) E IX, Yl, for given a, s by 
A(f)@, s) +a, fu, 4, s, l,f, Ia). 
It is obvious that 
A(fifJ =A(.f*)A(f,) 
and 
A(1,) = 1,. 
Let X, Y be ANRs, (Y E {X, YIC, s : X’ + Y be given, then we have a represen- 
tative 
(~(a, lr) 3a(a, b, r, I,, !, g:P+Y) 
and detect TIC(Y) = gr : X + Y. It is immediate that the stable homotopy class of 
q(a) is independent of the choice of a, depending only on (Y and that 
rl(P)77(4 = 77(Pa). 
Moreover we have oh =f and AT(U) = (Y. 
Summarizing we have: 
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Lemma 2.3. (1) A : Met, -+ cow is a functor , 
(2) A is a full embedding of the full subcategory of ANRs (in Met,) into toss. 
Let X, Y be compacta, f : X --f Y a strong shape morphism, then we define 
A(_?) E IX, Yl, by 
h(J)(a, s) -(a, I,, f(s), ST Jh, IQ), 
observing that this defines a toss-mapping such that A(~z~,> =A( and 
Ah(f) = A(f) (h : K -+ K denoting the strong shape functor, cf. [ll) holds. 
Let X, Y be compacta and (Y E {X, Y&, then we have a u’ = a(l,, b, r, s, fl, 
g) E cw(l,, s) and find a D = a(l,, l,, r, s, f, g) N u’. We set ~(a) =f, observing 
that the stable homotopy class of f is independent of the choices involved, hence 
well defined. 
We have qA(f) =f and An((u) = (Y, so that we get: 
Lemma 2.4, A : K, + toss is a full embedding. 
The construction of the category toss as well as the next assertion about 
toss-shape requires the following lemma, which is due to J. Dugundji [l, Al, p. 
2871. 
Lemma 2.5. Let f : X-+ P be continuous, P an ANR, XC Q an embedding into an 
ANR. Then we have: 
(1) There exist a neighborhood XC U c Q and a continuous F : U + P such that 
FIX-f. 
(2) Let F’ : U -+ P be another extension up to homotopy off, then there exists an 
open XC U' c U such that 
F’IU’=FIU’. 
Proof. The first part is identical with Al in [l], while the second part follows easily 
from the first, by well-known techniques. q 
Our next aim is to reduce arbitrary squares to those in T’ (Definition 2.1(2)). 
This will be accomplished in several steps: 
(1) Let b : Y’ + Y be given, b = i,6, i b: b(Y’) c Y, then (~(a, b, r, s, f, g) is 
equivalent to (~(a, i,, r, s, @, g). 
(2) Let a : X’ +X, a = i,a’ as in the first case be given, (Y E {X, Yt, Ly(i#, s) 3 
(~(i,, b, r, s, f, g), then ~(a, b, r, s, f&, g) E a(~, s) is compIeteIy determined by 
aGO, s) (up to an equivalence) and because of (11, (+(i,, i,, r, s, 6f, g) E a(i,, s). 
(3) Suppose we have a fixed embedding of Xc P’ in an ANR P’, then any 
~(a, b, r, s, f, g) is equivalent to ~(a, b, jx, s, f, gl), j: XC U; U C P’ is a 
suitable neighborhood of X in P’, g, : U -+ P a suitable mapping. 
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This follows immediately from Lemma 2.5. 
(4) Suppose we have a fixed embedding Y c Q’, Q’ an ANR, 
Y&Q 
a neighborhood of Y in Q’, such that qiy = s : Y + Q, q : V+ Q, whose existence, 
for given s, is guaranteed by Lemma 2.5. Then (~(a, s) is completely determined by 
(~(a, j,>. 
As a result we consider only squares in T’ (cf. Definition 1.1(2)) which are of 
the form (2.5) (embeddings XC P, Y c Q are prescribed) and define equivalences 
of such squares, leading to & T’ respectively to a function LY E Qrn lim T’ by only 
admitting inclusions X” cX’, Y” c Y’, 17, c U, cP, VI c V, c Q as “bonding 
maps”. Then (l)-(4) ensure 
Lemma 2.6. There is a natural equivalence between (X, Y}, and the double limit 
&im lim T’. 
We realize that toss-morphism are stable in the following sense: 
Proposition 2.7. There exists a natural equivalence 
2* : {X, Y}, = { ZX, ZY)=. (2.6) 
Proof. The proof is accomplished in several steps: 
Claim 1. Suppose we have X’ c~X, X’ compact, 2 the suspension with the ordinary 
topology, cf. Section 1, then there exists a compact t’: d cX, satisfying X’ ~$2 c 
2X. 
Proof. Define 
k={i:EX13t#o, 1: [Z:, t]cX’). 
Obviously we have X’ c%k cX. We claim that X is compact. Because 2X is 
paracompact, it suffices to show that any infinite subset (_?:,} has a clusterpoint 
x’ EX. To each x’, there exists t, # 0, 1 such that [x,, t,] EX’. Since X’ is 
compact, we detect a cluster-point 5 of I[.?‘,, t,]} in X’. This .$ is (1) either none of 
the poles of 2X or (2) it is, say, the northpole. In the first case we deduce 
5 = [x’, t] = (2, t) EX x (0, 1) ceX so that f is a clusterpoint of {x’“) in 8. In the 
second case assume that (.?,I has no clusterpoint. Then we detect a neighborhood 
U of XX 1 in XX Z such that no point (i:,, t,) E U. This furnishes us with a 
neighborhood V of the northpole of 2X, not containing any point of the sequence 
([Z,, t,]), contrary to our assumption. 
Claim 2. Let f : Y --+ Y’ be continuous, then we have a homotopy commutative 
square 
(2.7) 
where the vertical arrows denote the homotopy equivalences of Section 1. 
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Claim 3. Suppose that r’ : %X -+ P E ANR is continuous, then there exists a P’ E ANR 
and a homotopy commutatiue diagram 
ZX 
Proof. Employing the homotopy equivalence h, from Claim 2, we find an r’ : XX 
+ P such that r’hx = f. We have an embedding _ZX cZQ = SQ = Q = Hilbert 
cube and according to Lemma 2.5 an open ZX c U cZQ over which r’ can be 
extended up to homotopy. We easily detect an r : Xc P’ E ANR, 2X cZP’ c U, 
yielding a homotopy commutative diagram 
establishing the claim. 
Claim 4. Let L c 2X be compact, then L b metric. 
Proof. Embed j : XC K, K compact, then .$j I L : L -+ im(J$j 1 L) c SK = ZK is a 
continuous bijection. 
For the purpose of this proof we extend the concept of toss-morphisms to 
(nonnecessarily metric) spaces of the form 2X, by verbally repeating Definition 
1.1 (cf. Claim 4). Thereby it turns out to become convenient to comprise spaces 
J?P, P E ANR, into the class of good spaces. Since $P is homotopy equivalent to 
the space ZP (which is, according to the same argument previously establishing 
Claim 3, a good space) this does not cause any problems. The proof of Lemma 
2.30) carries over immediately to this new situation (entailing spaces _$X, .$Y). 
In particular: 
Claim 5. The homotopy equivalences h,, h, of Claim 2 induce a natural isomor- 
phkm 
$ : coss(ex, $Y) = coss( xx, ZY). 
Claim 6. There exkts a natural isomorphism 
e, : (X, Y}c = {E, ZY},. (2.6) - 
Proof.Let i:J$Y+Q, a:X’ + 2X be given, (Y E (X, Yz. Then we have in view of 
Claims l-3 homotopy commutative diagrams 
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Let (~(5, s) be represented by a(~?, b, r, s, f, g), then we define 
(.$+(u, s) =(~(a, $b, h,%, (sj)i, zGg) 
yielding a 2, (Y E (2X, $Y},. 
Suppose on the other hand that we have p E {SX, %Y)=, a : X’ +X, s : Y + Q, 
then we find &a, bj, f, es, fi, gI) E p<.%, %>, 6, : Y’ + _$Y, r’: i$X + P, 
fi : XX’ + Y’, g, : P + XQ. Moreover we have a commutative, respectively a 
homotopy commutative diagram (cf. Claims 1, 3) 
permitting us to set 
(h. denoting the homotopy equivalence 2. + 2 . ). This establishes a $-‘p E 
{X, Y},, and one confirms that A$;‘%, (Y = IY, $,J$, -‘p = p. The naturality of %, 
follows easily. 
Claim 7. The required ,Z* in (2.6) is stow $2 = 2. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Remark. The implementation of coss($X, J$Y> (and consequently the mentioning 
of %) could be avoided by incorporating the homotopy equivalence h. of Claim 2 
into the construction of J$* from the beginning. This however makes the proof 
more complicated and moreover requires repetition of arguments which were 
already applied in the proof of Lemma 2.30). Thus our procedure (i.e., introduc- 
ing the text after the proof of Claim 4 and establishing Z* as $2, > is conceptually 
simpler. 
There are elementary examples ensuring that Claim 1 does not hold for 2 
(instead of Z). 
Proposition 2.8. (X, Y}, carries a natural Abelian group stntcture such that 2, in 
(2.6) becomes an isomorphism of Abelian groups. 
Proof. Let aI, a2 E (X, Y},, a : X’ cX, s : Y c V(c Q> be given, then we have 
squares representing czi(u, s): 
f, 
X’ - yi’ 
a n n 
X Y 
n ns 
gi 
ui- v 
n n 
P Q 
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Set Y’ = Yi u Y.& U = 17, n U,, pi : U c U, ti : Y’ c Y’ and add stable classes j = 
t,f, + t2f2 respectively g,p, + g,p, = g (in (xl, respectively in (U, V}). As a 
result u(u, Y’ c Y, Xc U, s, f, g) is a representative of (a, + a,)(~, s) readily 
defining (or + CQ. 
The assertion about ,I?* follows immediately. 0 
We summarize: 
Theorem 2.9. toss is a stable category, having spaces in Met as objects and 
toss-mappings as morphkts. Each {X, Y}C carries a natural Abelian group structure. 
The stable strong shape category K, as well as the stable homotopy category of AMIs 
(with stable homotopy classes of continuous mappings as morphisms) are full 
subcategories of toss. 
3. 0.X for arbitrary X c S” 
We define for any Xc S” as before 
D,X=Z(S”\X) 
with unreduced suspension Z and obtain: 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose X, Y c S” are given, then there exists a, with respect to 
arbitrary toss-morphisms, natural isomorphism of Abelian groups 
4: {X, Y)C = {D,Y, D,X),, (3.1) 
such that ~$(l,) = 1, and ~#@o) = #~(a)@>, whenever &I is defined. 
Proof. Suppose (Y E {X, Y)=, Yc~-‘D,,Y compact, UIJ?-‘D,X and 6cS” open. 
Then we find Y c Vc S”, V open, Z-‘DJ = Y, X’ CX compact, fi = Z-‘0,X’. 
So (Y provides us with a square u: 
r-l n 
X Y 
n n Z-‘D,Y’ = V’, (3.2) 
u-v Z-‘D,,U=XCZ-~D,X 
r/n 
S” S” 
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and the isomorphism 4 in Theorem 1.1 with a square &a): 
_ #J-‘(g) _ 
Y-X 
n 
Z-'D,,Y &X 
n - 4(f) n 
V-U 
n n 
S” S” 
(3.3) 
According to Lemma 2.6 we can confine ourselves to squares of this form in order 
to determine LY and C#J(CU). 
Suppose (pi, a, are equivalent, hence yielding identical elements in lim T’ (fixed 
V, X’), then we conclude that &a,) -&u~) in the corresponding dtlrect limit 
(fiied c, Y). Moreover if (T E(Y(X’, VI, then we detect a &C(a) by setting 
6(‘<(y)@, c) 3 &a). This yields $(a) E {2-‘D,Y, _2-‘0,X>,. 
Since C$ in Theorem 1.2 is bijective, we can invert this construction to the effect 
that 6 becomes a bijection 
6: {X, Y}, = {Z-lD,Y, -c-lDnX}c. 
Composing 7 with the suspension isomorphism _Z* of Proposition 2.7 yields a 
bijection 
4: {X, Y)c = (QY, 4X),. 
The additivity of 4 in Theorem 1.1 implies that of 5. Since Z* is additive, the 
same holds for 4 in (3.1). 
Let a E {X, Yz, p E {Y, Y’}= be given, then according to the definition of 
composition of morphisms in toss (cf. (1.2) and because of Lemma 1.3(l)), we 
deduce ~#@a) = 4(a)@>. If f and g in (3.2) are identities, then $-‘<f> and 
4(g) (4 in this case from Theorem 1.1) are identities, whence 4(lx) = l,,, in 
(3.1) follows. 
This implies that the diagram 
{X, YIC ={D,Y, 0,X)= 
8.1 [4W 
LX, Y’}, = @,I”, 0,X>, 
is commutative. This confirms the naturality of C) with respect to mappings in 
{Y, Y’I,. 
The naturality of C$ with respect to mappings in {X’, Xk follows by a similar 
argument. 0 
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Corollary 3.2. For compact X, Y c S” we have 
(X9 YfC = .(x,7 
{D,Y, D,XI, = {D,Y, D,Xj 
and the tkomotphism 4 in (3.1) coincides with the corresponding isomorphism in 
Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. FoIlows from Lemmas 2.3(2), 2.4 and the construction of 4 in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Let (Y E IX, Y}= be an equivalence, then +(a> E (D,Y, D,Xl is an 
equivalence. In particular we have to any two embeddings of a space X in some S” 
for the corresponding n-duals D,, X, 0: X an equivalence in toss: 
D;X= 0,X. (34 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 in the same way as Corollary 1.4 
from Lemma 1.3. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let X c S” c Sn+’ (S” as equator of S”+‘) be an embedding, then we 
have a natural equivalence in toss: 
-ZD,,X = D,,+lX (3.5) 
and natural equivalences 
D,,+lZX= D,,X (3.6) 
(being induced by the inclusion Sri\\\ c S”+‘\ZX), 
D,,+ID,X=2X. (3.7) 
Proof. Let ?= (0, 1) be the open unit interval and let X XfcSn+* be the 
embedding which extends the given one by taking an open collar around S” in 
S n+l. Since X and XX f are equivalent in Met,, hence in toss, we have an 
equivalence 
D,+,(Xx0 =Ql+rX (3.8) 
according to Corollary 3.3. However 
s~+‘\xxI^=(s”\x) xzuc+s”uc_S”=Y, 
C,S” is a cone over S” attached to (Sn\X) XZ at (S”\X) x 0 respectively at 
W\X> X 1. Since C J’ c Y are cofibrations and C $7’ is contractible, we can 
contract both copies of these cones to two different points without altering the 
homotopy type. Y/- (i.e., Y after performing these contractions) is homotopy 
equivalent to I$(S”\X). This confirms 
D,+I(Xxf) =2(0,X). (3.9) 
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By employing the inclusion i,,* : X + X X f, respectively the projection p : X x f 
+X as specific equivalences, we realize that (3.8) is natural in toss. Since (3.9) is 
also natural, we obtain a natural equivalence (3.5). 
Since 
s”+i\$x= (S”\X) xi, 
naturally, we obtain the equivalence (3.6). 
Let XCS”, ~xcS”+’ be given, then we have due to (3.6), 
~,+i(QzX) =&+1(S(S”\X)) 
=D,(S”\X) =2x 
in a natural way. 
This completes the proof of the corollary. 0 
Remark. In Section 5 we will return to the equivalence (3.5). 
The following assertion is proved independently of Corollary 1.2 by direct 
geometric arguments. It deals with the homotopy equivalence lx : 0,X -+ D,, + ,2X 
for compact X which is induced by the inclusion 5” \X c S”+r \zX and is used in 
Section 1 for the verification of Corollary 1.2: 
Corollary 3.5. The equivalences (3.5M3.7) are, for compact X, stable homotopy 
equivalences (i.e., they occur already in Met,). Moreover lx = S : 0,X = D,, + ,2X in 
(3.6) is compatible with the isomorphism @ in Theorem 1.1 so that 
(3.10) 
commutes, where the vertical arrow on the right is induced by lx respectively LY. 
Proof. We can in the preceding proof replace X x f by X X Z and C +S” by 
C*=(C*S”)\XXO, 
which is still contractible (to the top vertex) and which is still a closed subspace of 
f=(S”\X) xzu~+u~_. 
Thus all conclusions which were drawn in the course of the proof of Corollary 3.4, 
(3.5) still hold: 
Since XX Z is compact and homotopy equivalent to X, Corollary 1.2 furnishes 
us with a continuous stable homotopy equivalence between D,+l(X X I) and 
D,, + ,X. However the equivalences 
s”+‘\xxz= (S”\X) xzu~+lJ~_ 
= f;- (Q-) =-c(S”\X) 
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are always contained in Met,,. So (3.5) reveals itself as a stable homotopy 
equivalence. The remaining equivalences are established as before. 
In order to verify the commutativity of (3.10) we recall that @ is a composite of 
two Alexander duality isomorphisms 
PZ-Ylp) Fn*,(D,X) = {Sn+l, D,XirY) 
= mm,+,(Y) -E-+ (mOP,Y, = I&Y, D”X) 
where e.g. (Y is defined by 
a(a:S’- DX/\Y)=(X=X*S++X*DX/\Y~Y) 
(cf. proof of Lemma 1.3). Observe that f;, . * D,XCD,+,ZX is an inclusion, 
rendering the following diagram commutative: 
2(X A 0,X) zCLn -2s” =Sn+l (3.11) 
2XllD x n 
I / 
CL”+1 
iA4”x 
Let (a : S” + Y A 0,X> be given, define a’ = (1 A [x)&z. Now the assertion fol- 
lows immediately from the following two identities: 
P(U’)(frA 1) = (1 A L)-@(a) 
and 
&x(u) =(Y(u’), 
which can be easily derived from (3.11). q 
4. The S-category !# with duality operator D 
We employ the results of the preceding section to establish in the usual way (cf. 
[4]) a category ‘$ with pairs X= (X, m), X a finite-dimensional separable metriz- 
able space, m E h, as objects. A morphism (Y :(X, ml + (Y, m’) is determined by 
a toss-morphism (Y : ZkX -+ Z’Y where k + m = I+ m’. Since toss allows already 
desuspension, we can assume that (Y : X -+ F’-mlY, whenever m z m’, respectively 
a:2 m’-mX --f Y whenever m’ a m. 
As customary we identify 
(2X, m) = (X, m + 1) (4.1) 
calling this object 2(X, m). This yields a functor 2 : !J_3 + !J3, admitting an inverse 
Z-‘(X, m)=(X, m-l). 
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We agree to write IX, Yt instead of Q(X, Y) and have 
Clearly (X, Y}, carries a natural Abelian group structure. We have for any X = (X, 
m) a D,(X, m) = (D,X, -m) for sufficiently large n and deduce from (4.1) and 
Corollary 3.4, 
-$(I&( X, m)) =Z( 0,X, -m) = (0,X, -m + 1) 
= (0,+,2X, -m + 1) =D,+r(ZX, m - 1) 
=R+r(X, m), 
ensuring that this definition of 0,X is compatible with the identification (4.1). As 
a result we are allowed to define D,(X, m> for any k > 0 by 
Dk( X, m) = _V-“DJ X, m) (4.2) 
where n has the property that 0,X is defined (geometrically). 
Lemma 4.1. i’%k definition (4.2) of the isomorphisms class of D,X does not depend 
upon the choice of n nor on the particular embedding X c S” which was used for 
establishing D,, X. 
Proof. Let D,,X, DAX be two different n-dualities originating from two embed- 
dings of X in an n-sphere S”. Then Corollary 3.3 ensures that DnX = DAX in 
toss. Hence DJX, m) = DA<X, m) in ‘p and finally 
Dk( X, m) = J!?( 0,X, m) = Zken( DAX, m) 
=D;(X, m). 
Suppose now that 
xcs”cs”+rc ..* CS”‘, 
where each sphere is the equator of the next one, then we have according to (3~9, 
D,,X-P’-“(D,X) 
and therefore 
Dk( X, m) =Zk-“‘( D,,X, -m) 
= ZkPn’( .Z”‘-“0,X, -m) = Zk-“( D,,X, -m) 
confirming that D,X is, up to an equivalence, independent of n. 0 
We define 
DX = D,X 
and deduce: 
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Lemma 4.2. We have for any X an equivalence 
D*X=X 
in Q. 
(4-Y 
Proof. We calculate 
D”X=D(D(X, m)) =D(P(D”X, -m)) 
=D(D,X, -n-m) 
=P-‘( D,+ID,X, m + n) 
==(ZX,m-l)=(X,m)=X 
where we applied (3.7). q 
The main result on the S-dual is embodied in: 
Theorem 4.3. (1) To each X E @ there exists a dual object DX E P which is 
determined up to an equivalence, satisfying D*X = X. 
(2) To X, YE ‘$ there exists an isomorphkm of Abelian groups 
4: {X, Y)c = {DY, DXJ, (4.4) 
having the following properties : 
(a) C#I is multiplicative: 
dJ(B4 = dJ(aM(B), 4(1x) = 1x3 WE {X7 Y),, B E {Y, Y’)C. 
(b) 4 is natural in the following sense: 
If @ E {Y, Y’), is given, then we have a commutative diagram: 
IX, YI, = {DY, DX}, 
B* 
1 1 
4(P)’ 
{X, Y’IC = (DY’, DXZ 
respectively for y E {X’, X}, and the corresponding commutative diagram. 
Proof. (1) The existence and uniqueness up to an equivalence of DX has already 
been established; D*X =X follows from Lemma 4.2. 
(2) Suppose X = (X, m>, Y = (Y, ZiTi) with, say, m G Ei. So we have for suitable 
n a series of isomorphisms 
{X, Y)C k {(X, m), ( iZ*-mY, m)), 2 (X, ,F--mY}c 
2 {DJEi-mY, D,X}, k {( D,JTiimY, -m), (0,X, -m)}, 
5. {(Dn+m-AY, -m>, (DA, -m)), 
g {( DJ ZRemY, m), (0,X, -m)), 
g {D,(Y, E), D-(X, m)}, 
a {.PD,Y, Z-“( D,X)}, 
2 {DY, DX},. 
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These isomorphism are either (I) of the form (3.1) (for suitable 12 such that 
D&Z”-“Y) and D,,X exist) like 3 or (II) they result from isomorphisms in 
Corollary 3.4 like 6 or (III) identities stemming from reinterpretations of (., e}, 
(like 1, 2, 4, 7 and 9) or (IV) they are induced by suspensions like 8. The 
composition of all these isomorphisms is the required 4. Since they are all 
isomorphisms of Abelian groups, the same holds for the final #J in (4.4). All 
isomorphisms l-9 are multiplicative in the sense of (2.a), hence the final 4 in (4.4) 
has this property. 
The same argument pertains to the natural&y properties: The isomorphism 4 
from Theorem 3.1 is natural in the required sense, while the naturality of the 
remaining isomorphisms reflects that of the equivalences in Corollary 3.4, respec- 
tively that of the suspension isomorphism (Proposition 2.7). 
Suppose X = Y, m = E, then the chain of isomorphisms l-9 shrinks consider- 
ably and the remaining one preserves identities. So the ultimate 4 has this 
property. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Remark. Unlike Theorem 1.1 the isomorphism 4 in Theorem 4.3 is symmetrical: 
On both sides of (4.4) we encounter the same kind of morphisms (namely 
toss-morphisms). 
5. Examples and remarks 
For the purpose of a better understanding of a toss-morphism we are going to 
analyse the toss-equivalence between Z(D,X) and Dn+lX (3.5) whose mere 
existence is a more or less immediate implication of Theorem 3.1. 
By means of cofiber arguments we detect for compact X an ordinary homotopy 
equivalence between Z(D,X) and D,+ 1 X, which is induced by the inclusion 
n : Z(Sn\X) c S”+‘\X. For compact S”\X (i.e., open XC Y) this equivalence 
turns out to become a composition of a strong shape equivalence (between 
compacta) followed by an ordinary homotopy equivalence. 
However since strong shape morphisms are only defined for compacta and 
D,+ ,X is not any more compact, this composition is neither defined in a strong 
shape category like K, nor in Met but only in toss. 
Again, the mere existence of this strong shape equivalence could be deduced 
from Theorem 1.1 (the “cheaper” model of Theorem 3.1). 
For arbitrary Xc S” an explicit toss-equivalence between ZD,X) and D,+ ,X 
(which is neither continuous nor a strong shape morphism nor a composition of 
both), can be immediately established by means of these two special cases. This 
illustrates that in order to gain Theorem 4.3 in full generality one has to use 
toss-mappings. 
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In addition we discuss (and immediately discard) a possible alternative approach 
to strong shape theory with compact carrier. 
The isomorphism (3.5) in Corollary 3.4 turned out to be a composition of an 
ordinary stable homotopy equivalence between %D,X) and D,, +JX X Z”> and an 
equivalence 
~,+lX=~~+I(XX~) (5-l) 
in toss. As we pointed out in the proof of Corollary 3.5, we can in (5.1) replace 
X x ? by Xx I, moreover (5.1) occurs for compact X already in Met,. Our main 
issue is to exhibit a homotopy equivalence (5.1) directly, without referring to 
Corollary 1.2 or even to Theorem 3.1. 
We are not going to verify that this equivalence is the one which was established 
in Corollary 1.2. 
To this end we consider f= (S” \X> X Z U c+U 6_ (cf. proof of Corollary 3.5) 
and recall that for all X, 
in Met. Thus, in order to establish (5.1) (for XX Z instead of XX Z), we confine 
ourselves to the detection of an equivalence between p and S”+‘\X (cf. (*) 
below), which, for compact X turns out to be an ordinary homotopy equivalence. 
This will be accomplished in a first step: 
Consider to this end the inclusion 
q:s”\xc~=(cs”)\xxo (5.2) 
and observe that q is closed (this holds in fact for any, not only for compact X). 
Claim. q is a cofibration. 
Proof. This will be accomplished whenever we find a retraction 
r:~xZ-+s”\X)xOxzuCxO=L (5.3) 
(i.e., one has r I L = 1J Let to this end A : S” -+ Z be a continuous function such 
that A -l(O) = X (which exists for compact X). Let y E S” \X be a fixed point and 
denote by 
p,:yxzxz+yxzxouyxoxz 
the central projection from P,, = (y, 1, 1 + l/A(y)) my x R x R. For x EX we also 
have an ordinary projection 
p,:xx(o,l]xz+xx(o, l] x0. 
This yields a retraction (5.3), 
$2, t> =r(a, s, t) =Pa(a, s, t), 
z = (a, s) E 6, either a E X, s > 0 or a = y E S’\X and s E I, which is obviously 
continuous. 0 
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As a corollary we have: 
Corollary. c x Z and L are homotopy equivalent; in fact L is a strong deformation 
retract of C X I. Moreover: 
(cf. Proposition 3.5) is homotopy equivalent to Sn+’ \X. (*) 
Proof. We have S”+’ \X= C+u c’_, where points y x 0, y E S’\X in both cases 
are identified. On the other hand we deduce from the preceding assertion that the 
inclusion 
B=C+xOu(S”\X)uC_x1c(S”+‘\X)xz 
=C+xzuC_xz 
is a homotopy equivalence. Since B = E and S”+‘\X = (Sn+’ \X) XI, the exis- 
tence of a homotopy equivalence 
p:E+sn+i\x (54 
follows. q 
Let E : Y = _T(,!? \X) be the equivalence, n : _$(Sn \X) c Sn+’ \X the inclusion, 
then it follows easily from the preceding construction that 
the homotopy equivalence (5.4) rums out to be homotopic to 77~. (**) 
This works only for compact X. Assuming that not X but Sri\\\ is compact, we 
apply Proposition A.9 in [l], which ensures that q in (5.2) is still a cofibration in 
the strong shape category, but generally not a cofibration for continuous mappings. 
So let Xc S” be arbitrary, then we choose a compact Y’ c S” cX, obtaining a 
shape cofibration for X’ = S” \ Y’: 
q’:s”\x’c(cs”)\x’xo=~‘. 
In order to ensure that C’ is also compact (which is needed for an application of 
Proposition A.10 in [l]) we replace X’ X 0 c CS” by X’ X [O, E), E > 0 (i.e., by a 
collar around X’ X 0) forming 
er = CS” \X’ x [o, E). 
Now we can (this time in a strong shape category, in view of Proposition A.10 in 
[l]) argue as in the first case, achieving a shape homotopy equivalence 
~:(S”\X’)xzu&+ue3S~+1\x~x(-&,&), 
which in general cannot be expected to be continuous. 
Let U 3 S”\X be open, then we have a cofibration 
q”:s”\x”ccs”\x”xo=~;“, X”=S”\U 
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and the homotopy equivalence 
p”:(S”\X”) xzu&J~:+S”+‘\x”. 
By construction the relationship between both mappings is that they form a square 
V. 
p’ 
0-0 
a n n 
9 sn+‘\x 
n ns d’ 0 - Sflfl\X” 
n n 
s “+1x1 y+l 
This square (T is the representative cx(a, s) of an 
a:S”f’\XXz+S”+‘\X, 
respectively after suspending of a 
P:R+i(Xxl) -+Ql+rX* 
The inverse p- ’ is similarily established by putting homotopy inverses Is”-‘, p”-’ 
instead of p, p” into the square u. 
It is conceivable that for noncompact X, p is not continuous and that for 
noncompact and nonopen (rel P) X, p is not even a strong shape mapping. 
The ultimate toss-equivalence between ZD,X) and D,+lX in (3.5) was a 
composition of this toss-equivalence p and a homotopy equivalence between 
D,+ ,(X X I> and Z(D,X), which always exists (cf. proof of Corllary 3.4). 
In Section 1 we need the fact that for compact X the homotopy equivalence 
p : ZD,X = D,+lX is compatible with the isomorphism @ of Theorem 1.1 in the 
following sense: 
Proposition 5.1. Let XC S” be compact then (1) the inclusion 77 <cf. ( * * 1) induces a 
homotopy equivalence px : _ZD,X + D,, + 1X such that (2) the diagram 
(x,yJ {D,Y, D,XI 
@ 
I i 
‘5 
(D,+,Y, D,+,XI = GD,Y, ZD,X) 
commutes where the horizontal = is induced by px, respectively py. 
Proof. The first part follows immediately from ( * * I. The proof of the second part 
of the assertion is analogous to that of the corresponding statement in Corollary 
3.5. Let (a : S” + YnD,X) E y,(D,X), a’ = (l/\p,)Za, where px : ZD,,X c 
D,, + ,X is an inclusion. 
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Observe that p = ,u,, : X A D,J + S” renders the diagram 
XA Dn+,XLS”+’ 
commutative. Then the assertion follows from the following two facts: 
P(~‘)(P+ 1) = (1 ‘V,)@(a), 
&+z) =(Y(u’), 
which can be immediately deduced from the preceding diagram. 0 
One could try to define a shape mapping with compact support somewhat 
differently: 
Suppose we have the concept of a strong strong shape mapping f: X + Y for 
arbitrary X, YE Met (cf. for example [l], but there are other, more complex 
models of strong shape theory for noncompact spaces). Then one could call a 
strong shape mapping with compact support such a f, having the property that for 
any compact i : x’ cX there exists a compact j : Y’ c Y and an f’ : X’ + Y’, such 
that jf’ = fi. In other words any new toss-mapping is first of all a strong shape 
mapping, having special properties. Although this is doubtlessly simpler to formu- 
late, we would immediately encounter severe trouble in proving Theorem 3.1, since 
we could not simply apply Corollary 1.2 (where all difficulties concerning strong 
shape morphisms had already been settled) but we would be obliged to construct 
explicitely strong shape morphisms between noncompact spaces. The introduction 
of squares u in Section 2 circumvents this difficulty. 
A toss-mapping in Definition 2.1 is not a strong shape mapping itself but 
displays still enough of the properties of a general strong shape mapping to ensure 
that the results of Sections 2 and 3 can be obtained. 
On subcompacta X’, Y’ it is a strong shape mapping, behaving on open 
neighborhoods I/ 1 Y, U 1 X like an ordinary stable shape mapping. 
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